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Curiosity Guide #705 
Color Science 
Accompanies Curious Crew, Season 7, Episode 5 (#705) 

 

Design Colored Spinners 
STEM 

 

Description 

Your challenge is to make a spinning toy that changes color! 

 

Materials 

• Cardboard, foamboard, or paper plates 

• Spinner patterns printed on lightweight paper.  Here’s one free set 

of patterns.  Penny Spinner Templates (teachbesideme.com)  
• Scissors 

• Glue stick 

• Scratch awl or wooden skewer 

• Kite string 

• Magic Markers 

• Pencil 

• Meter stick 

 

Procedure 

1) Select a pattern or patterns from one of the template options. 

2) Cut out two patterns.  The patterns can be the same or different. 

3) With a pencil, trace around one of these patterns onto the 

cardboard. 

4) Cut out the cardboard. 

5) Color the two patterns you chose.  Use different colored markers. 

Red, yellow, and blue are interesting, but any color combination will 

work. 

 

https://teachbesideme.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/07/Penny-Spinner-Templates.pdf
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7) Use the awl or skewer to poke small holes through the two dots in 

the center of each of the colored circles. 

8) Lay one of the colored circles on the carboard to mark the holes. 

9) Remove the colored circle and pierce two holes through the 

cardboard. 

10) Line up the holes with the cardboard sandwiched between the 

colored circles and the patterns facing out.  Paste the patterns one on 

each side of the spinner with the holes lined up. 

11) Choose what length string you want to use.  The suggested range is 

40 to 300 centimeters. 

12) Feed one end of the string through one of the holes.  Loop the 

string through the second hole and then tie off the two string ends 

with an overhand knot.  You should be able to slide the spinner, so that 

it is centered on the loop of string. 

13) Wind the spinner by rotating your hands in the same direction, as 

when using a jump rope.  This motion should twist the string and make 

the overall loop length shorter. 

14)  Pull the strings apart. 

15) What do you notice? 

16) As the spinner slows down, try pulling the strings apart again. 

17) Try designing spinners to make different colors, like green, white, 

gray, brown, or shapes like stripes or spirals. 

 

My Results 
 

Explanation 

In the subtractive color system, color is produced when different 

wavelengths of light are absorbed or reflected.  The color that we see 

corresponds to the wavelengths that are reflected off an object.  

When the spinner begins to spin, the colors begin to change.   
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Where once the spinner appeared to be a circle of red and blue, the 

color now appears to be purple.  Combinations of red and yellow appear 

orange, and combinations of yellow and blue appear green.  Magenta, 

yellow, and cyan, also described as red, yellow, and blue, are primary 

colors in the subtractive color system. Adding two of these primary 

colors together results in purple, orange, and green.  The resulting 

secondary colors happen because of the speed that the spinner is 

rotating.  Our eyes cannot detect the separate colors in the spinner 

because of the speed of the rotation, so our brains combine colors.  

We see the shades of other colors.  Pulling the twisted spinner apart 

untwists the spinner and causes it to rotate quickly.  The momentum 

that the spinner has when it finally unwinds causes the spinner to twist 

the string the other way.  Pulling the string repeatedly rotates the 

spinner very quickly one way and then the other way, and you can view 

the color changes.   

Color me interested!  Discovering the difference between additive and 

subtractive color systems is tricky, but here are some differences.  

Additive colors must come from a light source like the sun, tv, or 

computer.  The primary colors in the additive system are red, green 

and blue.  If you combine these primary colors, they turn white.  If 

there is no light, you will see black.  Subtractive colors, like ink, dye, or 

paint, need light to reflect colors.  The primary colors of the 

subtractive system are magenta, yellow, and cyan.  Combining 

subtractive primary colors makes black, while the absence of color is 

white. Color science is cool! 

 

Parents and Educators: use #CuriousCrew #CuriosityGuide 

to share what your Curious Crew learned! 

 
Curious Crew is a production of Michigan State University.  
Learn more at WKAR.org. 
© MSU Board of Trustees.  All rights reserved. 


